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11 Ways to Optimize Front Desk
Resources and Improve Visitor
Satisfaction
Have you ever considered the
amount of more important
tasks your front desk
resourc es could be focusing
on instead of manually
tracking the day's visitors?
Pic ture this: The offic e administrator looks at
the calendar and notices that dozens of meetings
are scheduled for the day. This is a typic al day in
your offic e.
The thing is though, the administrator has no insight
into who’s coming, when they're coming, where
they need to go, who they will be meeting with,
and for how long they'll be in the office.
Read on to learn how you can optimize front
desk resources and visitor satisfaction, and the 11
ways your office life will improve when you do.

Every day, your meeting-swamped
employees are bogged down with
details
Who is visiting today?
Who are they meeting?
Which meetings or events are they attending?
Have other employees been notified about guest arrival? What if I
can't get in touch?
Which visitors are currently on the premises?
What’s that password for our guest WiFi again?
Did the guests check out?

These questions are critical to meeting success, but get in the way of real
business productivity. If only there was a better way ...
With a virtual visitor management system integrated into your Outlook or
Office 365, you can optimize time and resources by compiling multiple
administrative functions into one single solution to dramatically
improve business and front desk productivity. An integrated solution
combined with the meeting room booking process delivers answers to
all of these questions and more at the push of a button.
Tasks such as guest registration, guest logging, NDA signing, printing
of guest passes and name tags, and notification of the meeting host
are handled automatically by the system, freeing up time and resources
at the front desk. Not to mention, it improves the visitor experience,
offering a modern, streamlined experience without hitches.
Read on and learn about the 11 ways visitor management and office life is
improved with a virtual visitor management system integrated into your
Outlook and Office 365 calendar.
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Tasks suc h as guest registration,
guest logging, NDA signing, printing
of guest passes and name tags and
notification of the meeting host
are handled automatically by
the system, freeing up time and
resources at the front desk.

11 ways to optimize front desk
resources and improve the visitor
experience at your company
Make the right first impression

Logs are accessible from everywhere and from any device,
simplifying access and administration for multiple users.

First impressions matter.
Improve security with a digital solution
Welcome visitors with an elegant touch screen experience,
making them feel even more at ease and well informed as they
arrive at your office, and create a professional first impression.

Improve office security with a full overview of which guests are in
the building at any given time.

Allow self-registration and instant employee notification

Improve guest security with easy-to-access evacuation
instructions in case of an emergency.

Enable your guests to self-register and let the system
automatically and instantly inform hosts of their arrival via text
message or email. This makes registration easy for visitors and
frees up resources for front desk employees who no longer
must manually handle these tasks.

Ditch third-party applications and use tools
integrated in your Outlook calendar

Improve initial visitor & employee communication
When visitors register in the reception area, an employee is
notified automatically of their guest's arrival by text message or
email, streamlining the c ommunic ation proc ess.
Automatic employee notifications create a more relaxed and
personal experience and optimize time at the front desk. With
employee notification, employees are more likely to be ready in
the meeting room when visitors arrives.

Share valuable information with visitors upon arrival
Customize the welcome message and include valuable
information such as guest WiFi login information, opening
hours, directions to the meeting room, and more.

Manage guest and visitors from inside your Outlook or Office
365 calendar. Reception instantly knows exactly what,
when, and where meetings are happening and who are
attending without the need for any other third-party
application.
Streamline guest registration through Outlook
Visitors can check themselves in on their smartphones as they
arrive. This streamlines the entire guest arrival process and
creates a first impression of a modern, optimized business.
Save a tree and say goodbye to the old paper log
A virtual visitor registration system improves visitor
privacy by eliminating the need for open log books.
Electronic registration is accessed only by the office
administration, and the age-old problem of illegible
handwriting is no more.

No more manual processes
Let visitors easily check out themselves
When finishing the meeting, visitors or employees can check
out office guests on their smartphones, which instantly
updates the visitor log and visitor status. No need to head to
reception to check out.
Enjoy the power of cloud
Collect all check-in data and store data in the cloud.

Eliminating paper-based guest registration methods, spreadsheets, and other outdated tools will significantly free up time
for busy administrative staff.
Ditch the manual meeting management processes and
watc h as the sea of c onstant bac k and forth phone calls,
emails, and post-it notes disappears.

About AskCody
AskCody is changing the way meetings and resources are booked
and managed across organizations and locations, all from inside
Microsoft Outlook and Office 365. The product suite streamlines
room booking and management, all aspects of the business that have
long been recognized as hurdles to productivity and a waste of time.
AskCody lets people search for and book rooms based on availability,
the number of people, purpose of the meeting, and in-room
equipment right inside the tools you already use most. AskCody helps
you create a happier, more productive, and efficient modern
workplace while optimizing available resources.
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